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CLEAN
ENERGY
SOLUTIONS

75 YEARS OF TRUST & EXCELLENCE

CORPORATE OVERVIEW
Established in the year 1947 as an electrical trading firm, today Jakson Group is a
diversified Energy and Infrastructure Company having expertise in Distributed Energy,
Solar Solutions and Electrical EPC Solutions.
Jakson is head quartered at Noida and has four state of the art manufacturing facilities for
manufacturing of Generating Sets, Solar Modules and Battery Energy Storage Systems.
We have more than 2500 persons working for the company and have presence in India,
SAARC, Middle East and African regions.
Our Distributed Energy Business offers products and solutions in the areas of Diesel
Generators, Gas Generators, Solar Rooftop Systems, Battery Energy Storage Systems,
Special application generating sets for Defence sector, Hybrid solutions and Micro grids.
We have almost 50,000 plus loyal customers who depend on Jakson for their energy
solutions in these areas.
Our Solar Business comprises of a world class fully automated Solar module
manufacturing plant which will have the capacity of manufacturing high efficiency and
high power density solar modules of 1 GW capacity. We also manufacture Module
Mounting Structures and “ready to use” solar off-grid as well as on-grid kits. We distribute
these products through our 500 plus channel partners and system integrators all over the
Country and have now expanded to international geographies.
Our Electrical EPC Business has design and engineering capabilities for delivering
projects related to substations, transmission, distribution, rural electrification, railway
electrification, metro, utility scale land based solar power plants and civil infrastructure
projects. We have developed expertise of leveraging technology for delivering quality
projects on-time or before time which uniquely positions us in this field. We have to our
credit Civil EPC projects related to civil building, hospitals and road construction.
We have been identified as amongst Top 10 Energy Solutions Companies in India. We are
also an Independent Power Producer (IPP) and have company owned solar power plants in
many states in the Country. In terms of other businesses, we have investments in the
hospitality sector in India and the real estate sector in United Kingdom.
Jakson is committed to contribute to meet India's renewable energy target of 450 GW by
2030. As a responsible company, we are obligated to meet the Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) objectives. Our CSR initiatives are aligned to Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG's) outlined by the United Nations & India with emphasis on Quality Education
and Environmental sustainability.
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Solar Products

Module Mounting
Structures

EnerPack - Battery Energy
Storage Systems
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Hybrid Energy Solutions
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Solar Rooftop

Solar Land-based

Solar IPP
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SOLAR MODULES
With a rich heritage of manufacturing excellence, Jakson
ranks amongst the Top 10 Solar Panel Manufacturers in
India. The company operates a state-of-the-art module
manufacturing facility at Greater Noida, India, with an annual
capacity of 600 MW and is being scaled to 1 GW annual
capacity shortly. The facility is well equipped to produce the
hi-tech Helia series PV Modules with MBB and half cut-cell
technology in both monofacial and bifacial variants, ranging
from 440 Wp to 600 Wp. In addition, the plant also
manufactures full-cell Polycrystalline, MonoPERC, DCR and
Bi-facial Modules ranging from 160 Wp to 405 Wp. All our
solar modules / solar panels conform to the highest quality
standards and have been certified under IEC and BIS
guidelines. Our MonoPERC and Polycrystalline Modules are
ALMM (Approved List of Modules & Manufacturers) certified
by the MNRE.

HELIA SERIES - HALF CUT CELL RANGE
600 Wp Output - 1st by an Indian Manufacturer

High Output

Best In Class Efﬁciency

MBB Technology using

Up to 600 Wp

Up to 21.39%

M10 Half Cut Cells

The all new Helia Series modules from Jakson are one of the most advanced and powerful PV modules with an output of
600 Wp - first by any Indian manufacturer.

MONOPERC PV MODULES
275-405 Wp

POLYCRYSTALLINE PV MODULES
265-335 Wp

Features:

Developed using M10 half-cut MonoPERC solar cells, and combined with Multi-busbar (MBB) technology & high-density
interconnections, the Helia series of PV Modules achieves a class-leading efficiency of over 21%. These hi-tech modules offer
significantly better output at higher temperatures and under low-light/ shading conditions and are designed to perform at its
peak in the most challenging of environments.
The Helia series of PV modules is a cost-effective solution and will positively impact Return on Investment (ROI) of a solar
plant by reducing the requirement of land/ rooftop space. This subsequently translates into a significant reduction in
Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE), balance-of-system (BoS) costs, civil work costs and O&M costs. This makes the Helia series
an ideal choice for residential, commercial and utility-scale customers.

Features:
Outstanding
Durability

High
Efﬁciency

Better Performance in
High Temperature

Enhanced
Performance

5 Busbar
Solar Cell

Excellent Low Light
Performance

Global Certiﬁcations:

Enhanced
Power Generation
using PERC
Technology

IEC 61215, IEC 61730 (I & II), IEC 61853, IEC 62804, IEC 60068, IEC 61701, IEC 62716,
BIS Certiﬁed - IS 14286
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Improved
Temperature
Coefﬁcients

Reduced
Resistive Loss
with MBB
Technology

Excellent
performance under
Partial Shading
Conditions

Lower LCOE Faster ROI

Variants Monofacial &
Bifacial options
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SOLAR PRODUCTS & KITS

MODULE MOUNTING STRUCTURES

SOLAR KITS
On-grid : 2 to 60 KW | Off-grid : 1 to 10 KVA | Hybrid : 10 to 60 KVA
Solar kits are ready to use, pre-designed solar power solutions that convert
solar energy into electrical energy using inverters for ready consumption
and are available in on-grid, off-grid and hybrid options. An on-grid system
enables consumers to use solar power directly while also providing the
opportunity to feed surplus power to the main electricity grid. Off-grid solar
kits are an ideal solution for areas having no electricity supply. These
self-sustaining solar power plants can provide clean energy for residential
homes and small commercial units and reduce their dependence on DG
sets, thereby saving fuel costs.

PV GRID-TIE INVERTER

CYRUS-30-T
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SOLAR INVERTERS
On-grid : 2 to 60 KW | Off-grid : 1 to 10 KVA | Hybrid : 10 to 60 KVA
The solar inverter comes with an array of beneﬁts and is becoming
increasingly popular globally. The primary advantage of a solar inverter is
that it enables environmental sustainability. Solar inverters use renewable
energy in the form of solar energy to produce affordable and clean energy
which contributes to a signiﬁcant reduction in the greenhouse effect.
Jakson offers a comprehensive range of solar PCUs and inverters for use in
solar PV systems across various industries. Available for on-grid, off-grid
and hybrid applications, Jakson solar inverters are one of the best solar
inverters available in the market. Our solar inverters are designed for
reliable operation even under the most challenging conditions, helping
customers generate their own solar power and use it in the most efﬁcient
manner.

Jakson manufactures solar PV module mounting structures for both land-based and rooftop solar power plants. Our solar
structures combine optimum dimensioning, faster installation, economic efficiency and maximum durability to ensure
optimal returns on investments for all kinds of PV installations. Jakson module mounting structures are available as standard
individual units or built to meet the specific requirements of customers. Our solar panel mounting structure design can be
customized to fit all types of PV modules and can be optimized for varied soil types - from sandy deserts to hard rocky terrains.
The arrangement of modules can either be Landscape or Portrait oriented.
Our roof solar mounting structure can be attached directly to the rooftop or may need the use of additional rails to hold the
solar panel racking or frames. We also manufacture ballasted footing mounts with concrete or steel bases that do not require
penetration of roofs and can stand as individual structures. Our module mounting structures are manufactured using
galvalume / pre-galvanized material for longer life and have high mechanical strength to withstand wind speeds of up to
200 km/hour. Galvanized structures also prevent rusting and oxidation of structures, ensuring longer life.

MOBILE SOLAR GENERATOR
1.7 KWp / 2 KWp

MODULE MOUNTING STRUCTURE TYPES

Jakson Mobile Solar Generator is a clean, silent and sustainable alternative
to traditional power backup products. The generator captures the sun’s
energy using solar PV Modules, stores that energy in a battery bank and
converts it through a solar inverter to AC current that can power homes,
remote sites and other emergency energy needs. It comes complete, with
fully integrated components, ready to be deployed on-site and instantly
providing plug and play solar power. The units are offered in 1.7 KW & 2 KW
options as standard and can also be built to customized speciﬁcations.

Land-based Structures
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Rooftop Structures

Industrial Shed Structures
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ENERPACK - BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS

Jakson Group has taken the lead in developing a Battery Energy Storage System 'EnerPack', which provides carbon-free
clean power, contemporarily designed to suit all segments and enables uninterrupted power supply while significantly
reducing costs. Along with promoting continuous use of renewable energy and reducing the carbon footprint, BESS also
promises no noise or air pollution and is a highly user-friendly pick. Equipped with a hybrid inverter, lithium-ion batteries, and
smart energy systems, it combines grid power, solar energy, wind power and DG (Optional). It is scalable to any battery as well
as to a new energy platform. Its compact and modular design makes it easy to transport and install, while fast-charge
capability and low-system energy consumption makes it practical and pocket-friendly. Uninterrupted power supply provided
by BESS ensures there are no production losses and day to day operations and processes continue without disruption.
Zero diesel requirement equates no running cost and zero maintenance while providing instantaneous power backup.
Uninterrupted power supply is especially crucial for industries such as healthcare, defence, cold storage, IT and
Telecommunication, ATMs, etc. where even a few minutes of power disruption comes at a huge cost. The usage of Jakson
BESS is also a step towards mission “Aatmanirbhar Bharat” of the Government of India, by committing to mitigate climate
change and building a Self-reliant India.

Salient Features:
• Zero Carbon Emission - Silent & Clean Power

•

Uninterrupted Power Supply

• Instant Back-up

•

Zero Maintenance

• Modular Construction

•

Negligible Running Cost & High Life Cycle

• Zero Operational Losses like Fuel theft

•

No Statutory Approvals Required

• Designed for Heavy Duty Loads such as AC and
Motor Loads

•

Wide Product Range meeting Residential,
Commercial and Industrial requirements
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HYBRID ENERGY SOLUTIONS

Jakson has always been the trend setter in the market with many industry firsts. With the vast experience in Power
Generation, Solar as well as in EPC businesses, it now offers Hybrid Energy Solutions (HES) as well.
An HES combines multiple types of energy generation and/or storage or uses two or more kinds of fuel to power a generator.
Generally, at least one source of the fuel used to power a generator is renewable. HES or hybrid power has the potential to
become the long-term power solution for Microgrids and is a promising sustainable solution for power generation in
standalone applications.
HES, originally designed as a combination of conventional, non-renewable generation (e.g., diesel generators) with battery
energy storage systems (BESS), their definition has now expanded to include systems that are 100% based on renewable
energy (e.g., solar photovoltaic PV and wind), or combine different energy storage systems (e.g., BESS, Fuel Cells, and Super
Capacitors).
Hybrid Energy Systems have also grown in capacity from small, off-grid systems of a few kilowatts, typically designed for low
voltage DC and AC to large megawatt systems expanding to medium voltage grid-connected systems. These solutions allow
energy production from intermittent renewable sources into the grid more reliably.
HES can capitalize on existing energy infrastructure and add components to help reduce costs, environmental impacts and
system disruptions. With its vast experience in Power Generation, Solar Power and Energy Storage, Jakson can design an
optimum Hybrid Energy Solution for customers based on the availability of renewable and non-renewable resources, on sitespecific energy infrastructure, production costs and incentive policies with a detailed report for each proposed project site.

www.jakson.com
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SOLAR EPC

SOLAR IPP
SOLAR ROOFTOP
Jakson is rated amongst one of the Top rooftop solar companies in India.
The need of Rooftop Solar power plants is increasingly gaining popularity
across a wide range of industrial, commercial, and residential sectors due
to the relatively lower cost of investments and lesser complexities involved
in setting up a plant. We, at Jakson, possess years of expertise and
in-house engineering capabilities to build innovative rooftop solar power
plants of all sizes - from a few Kilowatts to large Megawatt-scale plants
depending on customer requirements. Our rooftop solar EPC portfolio
comprises of several renowned projects that include the President's Estate
(Rashtrapati Bhawan) in India, solar rooftop on Indian Railways coaches,
Varanasi & Raipur Airports, and Delhi Metro Rail Corporation, India. Our
solar train project for Indian Railways has been recognized globally for its
innovative design and engineering.

508 kW at President’s Estate, Delhi

3 MW, Cummins Plants, India

SOLAR LAND-BASED
With a portfolio of more than 1 GW in land based solar developer projects,
Jakson possesses extensive experience and expertise in setting up utilityscale land based solar EPC power plants for government bodies, power
utilities, large corporates, and industrial establishments. Our scope of
services includes the complete lifecycle of solar power plants - right from
consulting to supply, erection, testing, commissioning, including warranty,
operations and maintenance. With a team of highly experienced solar
industry professionals, we possess the expertise to build land based solar
EPC power plants of any scale, anywhere in the world.

50 MW, Agra, Uttar Pradesh

30 MW, Mahoba, Uttar Pradesh

Jakson is one of India's leading Solar Independent Power Producer (IPP). The Solar
IPP business unit of the company focuses on setting up land based solar power
plants that sell power to State & Central utilities under long-term Power Purchase
Agreements (PPAs). The company has a proven track record in engineering,
procurement, construction, and commissioning of high-performance independent
solar power plants that deliver sustainable and green power to the grid and is,
therefore, among the top 10 solar companies in India.
Jakson currently has a solar IPP portfolio of 200 MW with 60 MW of land based
operational plants in Bap Rajasthan and Laitpur & Mahoba- Uttar Pradesh. The
company is also setting up another 70 MW of land based solar power plant in
Amguri Solar Park, Assam and has lately commissioned a 50MW Solar plant in
Agra Uttar Pradesh. In addition, Jakson has 20 MW of operational solar rooftop
installations pan India, making it a fast-growing solar IPP company in India.

100MW, NLC, Tamil Nadu
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50MW, Togo, Africa

20 MW, Bap, Rajasthan
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The IPP business unit will be a key growth driver for Jakson as it plans to scale its
solar IPP portfolio to 1 GW in India and overseas markets in the near future.
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BUSINESSES
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY
GENERATING
SETS

BESS &
HYBRID ENERGY
SOLUTIONS

DEFENCE - SPECIAL
APPLICATION
GENSETS
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MODULE
MOUNTING
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SOLAR
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SOLAR
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OTHER

A-43, Phase-II Extn., Hosiery Complex, Noida-201305, U.P., India
Tel.: +91-120-4302600, 4526100 | Toll Free No. : 1800 103 2600
E-mail: customer.support@jakson.com ; solarproducts@jakson.com
www.jakson.com
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